T RE A S UR E HUNT
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Your mission: Once upon a time, the

Casino was surrounded by a much bigger,
wonderful garden, but that paradise
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garden has almost disappeared. You must
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hunt for clues of this Lost Paradise, find
the hidden tunnels, and discover the

fantasy creatures. Clues for some of the
answers are in the audio guide. Ask an
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The café at Marino Institute of

Education (10) is open Mon–Fri 8–4.30.
Remember:
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Cross the road only when it is safe.

You can get the audio guide
to Par ad i se L os t at
www.ParadiseLostExhibition.com
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How long? The trail takes about 40
if people are listening to the audio.
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adult to help if you are stuck.

minutes to walk -- and about 90 minutes
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Round and Round
the Garden...
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Thanks
to:RIngenious
Ireland, who made this treasure hunt. Carton LeVert who designed it.
Marino Institute of Education for letting us visit. Everyone at the Casino in Marino.

9 The name Charlemont comes from

1 	What are hidden in the urns on the roof?
CLUE:

T R E AS URE HU NT

Round and Round
the Garden...

they like to smoke!

C_____ys

How many rooms are in this little house?

__

_ pp__

___

Is there someone below in the dark?
Through this grating the wet rain can funnel,
And the sun can shine into the

______

What was the dog’s full name?

_________

Lord Charlemont’s time.
What animals kept the grass cut?

__e__

7 	Charlemont let the public visit his estate.

___

of the Garden.

8 	In this garden warm and sunny,

Swarms of bees made lots of honey.
The gardeners planted fruit trees,
Beans,

stayed here?

____
14 	Griffith Avenue was originally built of

6 	There were no lawnmowers in

Who am I?
Collect all the green letters in the
order they appear, to spell Lord
Charlemont’s family name. What is
odd about the spelling?

h__m_t

Find the date over the door

5 	Poor Nep!

This was the

12 	The wooden hermitage was here. Maybe a

13 	St Mary’s is the grey stone building.

_______

__

11 	If the old circles of trees were planted in

1756, how old are they now?

4 	When you are up here in the park,

Along the way:
Count all the animals along the trail.
How many did you spot?

10 	What fantastical creatures hold the shield?

D _ _ _ _ ns

is holding out what fruit?

This is how the view from
Lord Charlemont’s garden used to look!

Charles + Mountjoy. Make yourself a
new name by mixing one name from
each of your parents

2 	Casino means ‘little house’ in Italian.

3 	The statue of Venus, goddess of love,

P a r a di s e L o s t

CHARLES
+
MOUNTJOY

p_ _ _apples and sweet peas.

co _ _ _ _ _ e

15 	Malahide Road used to be a toll

road. Someone riding a horse paid
1d (one old penny).
How much for a horse and carriage?

_d

Congratulations!
You have finished the treasure hunt and
solved the clues.

